HBO GO® provides students who live on campus with instant, unlimited access to HBO® programming anytime, anywhere at no extra charge.

- Watch new episodes of best loved shows and hit movies simultaneously as they premiere on HBO.
- Includes bonus features, extras, soundtracks, cast information and “watch list” bookmarks content for later viewing.
- Available on computer and select mobile devices, tablets, streaming players, connected TVs and game consoles.

**HBO GO FAQ**

**Who is eligible for HBO GO?**
Students who are enrolled and reside in on-campus housing are eligible to access HBO GO.

**How do students sign in and get started with HBO GO?**
Sign in takes just a few easy steps:
1. Visit HBOGO.com or download the app
2. Click “Sign In” to select a school from the drop down list
3. Complete authentication by entering school credentials and following the prompts

**What devices can students use to access HBO GO?**
Students can access HBO GO using computers, select tablets, mobile devices, connected TV devices and game consoles.

**Can students use HBO GO off campus as well as on campus?**
HBO GO is available on computers and mobile devices anytime, anywhere. Game consoles and connected TV devices can only be used on the school’s campus network.

NOTE: HBO GO is only accessible in the US and certain US territories where a high-speed broadband connection is available. Minimum 3G connection is required for viewing on mobile devices. Some restrictions may apply.
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For specific technical requirements for devices, go to hbogo.com/#devices.